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Abstract. Location intelligence is a set of tools and techniques to in-
tegrate a geographical dimension into BI platforms, aimed at enhancing
their capability of better monitoring and interpreting business events.
Though most commercial data warehouse tools have implemented spa-
tial extensions to support GIS integration, the user experience with
spatial data is still mostly limited to the visualization of maps labeled
with numerical indicators. To overcome this limit we developed Lily, a
geo-enhanced library that adds true location intelligence capabilities to
existing BI platforms. Lily provides end-users with a highly-interactive
interface that seamlessly achieves a bidirectional integration between the
BI and the geospatial worlds, so as to enable advanced analytical fea-
tures that truly take into account the spatial dimension. In this paper
we describe Lily from a functional and architectural point of view, and
show an example where Lily is coupled with the Oracle Suite to be used
for location intelligence in the field of telecommunications.
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1 Introduction

Over 80% worldwide companies take their business decisions based on data char-
acterized by a spatial component [6]. This fact, together with the ongoing success
of online services based on geo-localization such as Google Maps and Facebook
Places, and with the widespread diffusion of smartphones and tablets (both capa-
ble of detecting the owner’s exact location) has contributed to raise the interest
of decision-makers in spatial analyses, that allow the relationship between events
and their territorial distribution to be precisely established and effectively ex-
amined. In response to this need, spatial data warehouses have been emerging as
an enabling technology for spatial analyses. A considerable research on spatial
data warehouses has been done over the last years; the specific topics investi-
gated range from conceptual modeling for spatial data [10,3] to spatial OLAP
operators [11,4] and efficient processing of spatial data [17,12].
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In much the same way as business intelligence (BI) tools build on traditional
data warehouses to overcome the limits of OLAP analyses and enable more
advanced techniques such as data mining and what-if analysis, there is a need
for building sophisticated applications on spatial data warehouses to benefit
from spatial data in a broader sense. In this direction, we use the term location
intelligence to denote a set of tools and techniques that integrate a geographical
dimension into BI platforms, aimed at enhancing their capability of discovering
patterns, opportunities, and risks, and at better monitoring and interpreting
business events with specific reference to their territorial distribution. While
geographical information systems (GISs) are used by expert users for operational
tasks to achieve tactical benefits, location intelligence is meant to be used by
business users for decision-making tasks to achieve strategical benefits.

The human mind processes visual patterns 60,000 times faster than tabular
lists. So, location intelligence is really useful when huge amounts of data can be
aggregated into numerical indicators whose graphical positioning on an interac-
tive map allows spatial patterns to emerge more clearly than a simple tabular
representation or a chart. On the other hand, using BI techniques to investigate
complex phenomena on a map fed with consistent and integrated data leads
to leave behind the purely spatial analyses made possible by GISs. In general,
location intelligence can be applied whenever there is a need for discovering
meaningful correlations between phenomena described by indicators that share
nothing but spatial proximity.

Spatial extensions have been implemented on most commercial data ware-
house tools in order to integrate them with GISs [8,9]. However, the user experi-
ence with spatial data is still mostly limited to the visualization of maps labeled
with numerical indicators of business, which hardly enables decision-makers to
take full advantage of the huge information power lying with geography. To
overcome this limit we developed Lily (Location Intelligence Library), a geo-
enhanced library that adds true location intelligence capabilities to existing BI
platforms. Lily is written in Javascript and and leverages the AJAX technologies
to provide end-users with a highly-interactive interface that seamlessly achieves
a bidirectional integration between the BI and the geospatial worlds, so as to
enable advanced analytical features (such as what-if analysis and data mining,
etc.) taking truly into account the spatial dimension.

In this paper we describe Lily from a functional point of view (Section 4),
show an architecture for coupling Lily with the Oracle Suite (Section 5), and
discuss an example where Lily is used for location intelligence in the field of
telecommunications (Section 6). The paper outline is completed by Section 2,
that discusses the related works, Section 3, where the main industrial solutions
for location intelligence are classified, and Section 7, that draws the conclusions.

2 Location Intelligence in the Literature

Although researches in spatial data warehouse have been pioneered since 1997,
when the term SOLAP —Spatial OLAP— has been coined [1], only in recent
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years the research community thoroughly investigated the integration of GIS
and OLAP technologies. The main topics that have been investigated are the
architectures, the data models, and the operators and algorithms necessary to
express and optimize SOLAP queries.

As to the architectures, in [2] the authors classify the solutions according to
the type of coupling between the GIS and data warehouse components. Loosely-
coupled architectures [7] rely either on import-export-reformatting or mapping of
data between GIS and OLAP, semi-tightly coupled ones are either GIS-dominant
or OLAP dominant solutions, while tightly-coupled architectures rely on fully in-
tegrated spatial OLAP technology. While the last type of architecture provides
for larger querying capabilities, the supporters of the first type assert that it fa-
vors autonomy, updating, and maintenance of the databases. According to [13]
a tight-coupling architecture should be organized on three-levels, characterized
by a multidimensional/spatial query engine that translates visual queries to a
relational-multidimensional DBMS supporting spatial measures and attributes.
In this direction the GeoMDQL architecture is based on a spatial data ware-
house, a multidimensional and spatial engine, and a GUI [16].

Research on data models is aimed at enriching the multidimensional model
to properly support SOLAP queries. Stefanovic et al. classify spatial dimension
hierarchies according to their spatial references in non-geometric, geometric to
non-geometric, and fully geometric [17]. Malinowski and Zimányi focus on the
conceptual representation of a spatial cube, that is obtained by extending their
MultiDimER model with pictograms that represents spatial dimensions, levels,
measures, and relationships [10]. In [16], a UML-based formalization for a spatial
data warehouse meta-model is proposed that includes a large set of stereotypes
modeling the spatial concepts (e.g., points, polygons, and lines).

As to the topics related to querying, many efforts have been done to increase
the expressiveness of traditional OLAP operators and languages. In [16] the au-
thors propose GeoMDQL, a query language based on MDX [18] and OGC (Open
Geospatial consortium) for querying spatial data cubes. Also GISOLAP-QL [7]
extends MDX, but while GeoMDQL relies on a tightly-coupled architecture,
GISOLAP-QL relies on a loosely-coupled one. The type of coupling is reflected
in the query structure, that is composed of two parts divided by a pipe: the GIS
part returns the objects that satisfy a given condition, while the OLAP part
performs an aggregation over the resulting objects. In [3,4] the authors propose
the GeoCube algebra that extends SOLAP with five new operators, i.e., classify,
specialize, permute, OLAP-buffer, and OLAP-overlay. In addition to classical
drill and slice OLAP operators, GeoCube provides two operators for navigat-
ing the measure hierarchy and two spatial analysis operators that dynamically
modify the structure of the spatial cube.

Though several Spatial OLAP Visualization and Analysis prototypes have
been developed, they have been mostly used for verifying the expressiveness of
the models and languages discussed so far and do not provide advanced GUIs.
The GeoMDQL GUI [18] extends JPivot and is capable of displaying results
in charts, tables, and maps but it is not described in detail, making it hard to
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understand how advanced the interaction with the system is. SOVAT [15] com-
bines OLAP and GIS capabilities; its interface supports spatial drill-down and
roll-up operations as well as drill-out, that allows users to submit queries based
on both numerical and spatial aggregation. Finally, in [14] a two-level prototype
(JMap) is proposed where the GUI and the query engine are collapsed in the
same module. JMap supports both tabular and diagrammatic views; different
types of maps can be shown, in particular, multimaps, complex thematic maps,
and maps with superimposed diagrams. JMap also allows synchronization of op-
erations and symbols from one display to another, so the same information can
be visualized from different perspectives.

3 Location Intelligence in the Industry

In most BI implementations, location information is present in the form of a
coarse-grained (and often static) dimension [5]. Of course, this is not sufficient
for location intelligence. So, during the last few years, the main vendors of BI
systems and GISs have been progressively moving towards location intelligence.
The basic solutions consists of a set of static maps (usually based on pre-defined
SVG images), graphically annotated with simple indicators and used together
with traditional reports for a more effective visualization of information. They
are specifically built for specific analyses, poorly reusable, and with limited or no
interaction. Examples of this kind of solutions can be found in many reporting
tools such as HyperionWeb Analysis, Microsoft Reporting Services, and Business
Objects Xcelsius.

Some more advanced solutions provide a communication interface between
legacy BI platforms and GISs by enabling them to share the same analysis
context. These solutions have started emerging recently, as a result of joint col-
laborations between BI and GIS vendors. This is the case of APOS LIS (APOS
Location Intelligence Solution), that integrates SAP Business Objects and ESRI
ArcGIS; of Business Geografic GeoQlik and GeoBI, that integrate a custom GIS
with QlikView and SAP Business Objects respectively; of the bridges by Gali-
geo, that make their GIS communicate with BI plaftorms such as SAP Business
Objects, IBM Cognos, and Microsoft; of ESRI Maps for IBM Cognos. Though
bridges offer advanced capabilities for interacting with maps (they use fully-
featured, state-of-the-art GIS tools), they do not achieve a true integration be-
tween spatial and business data, because users still operate on two separate
systems: the BI tool contains all the business data, while spatial information
resides on the GIS side.

The most advanced solutions rely on fully-integrated spatial OLAP technology
to provide larger querying capabilities and better scalability and efficiency. The
basic idea is that spatial data are stored together with business data in a spatial
data warehouse; the main solutions in this category are Oracle Database (with
its Spatial option), Microsoft SQL Server (the recent 2012 release introduces
many new spatial features), and PostgreSQL (with its PostGIS extension). A
unified front-end may then be available to produce fully-integrated OLAP-spatial
reporting, like done by Oracle Business Intelligence in the Oracle suite.
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4 Lily: A Functional View

With reference to the design cycle of a location intelligence system, Lily comes
into play during the phase where user applications are developed. The function-
alities provided by Lily can be classified as follows:

1. Geo-enhanced query formulation.
– Spatial drill, that provides guided geography-based navigation of a do-

main of interest from a high-level perspective to the deepest detailed
information available. This enables an analysis of a given numerical in-
dicator either by means of a standard territorial hierarchy —beginning
with the country level to proceed with Nielsen areas, regions, provinces,
municipalities, and so on— or by implementing a custom-based hierarchy
(custom sales areas, districts, etc.).

– SOLAP queries. This function supports the formulation of queries by
actively involving the geographical dimension. In particular, proximity-
based slice&dice enables proximity analyses of business phenomena, such
as the selection of a set of points of sales, real estate properties, or
crime locations. End-users may use prefixed shapes or draw custom areas
directly onto a map and use this selection tool as a way to filter the
subjects of interest or as a benchmark for comparison purposes. In this
way the system can answer questions such as: Show the locations of the
crimes that were suffered from victims aged less than 18 within a 10-
mile radius from a school (or a river, a car park, a sports centre, a tube
station, etc.).

– Geo-coding. The geocoding process is necessary to handle points as spa-
tial objects, and consists in translating an unstructured alphanumerical
address into a couple of latitude-longitude coordinates to store them
into a spatial point format, and vice versa, i.e., inferring the address
of a place from its geographic coordinates. Lily can leverage different
geocoding mechanisms: the most commonly used is through the public
web-services exposed by vendors such as Nokia, Tomtom, and Google
(the web service accepts alphanumerical addresses as input and returns
latitude/longitude coordinates together with quality information, e.g.,
exact match, street-level match, city-level match); another option, more
efficient for large amounts of data, is to exploit the native geocoding
capabilities of spatial-enabled DBMSs (in this case, address-level infor-
mation must be loaded into the database).

2. Geo-enhanced processing.
– Spatial triggering. This feature enables end-users to actively interact with

maps by triggering custom scripts, which allows developers to associate
complex processing (such as data mining, forecasting, what-if analy-
sis, etc.) to any map area. Custom complex algorithms can be imple-
mented to leverage mathematical models or data mining features, so it is
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possible to simulate scenarios and gain forecast insights for questions
like: What are the distinguishing features of the areas with highest crime
rate? Which areas show these features to some extent? Are the schools
in a specific district ready for plan enrollment and student services for
next year? Where is the best location for a new store, based on the market
territory potential?. In general, it is possible to trigger any custom action
(an algorithm or just a specific visualization) in response to the selection
of any feature of interest on the map.

– Spatial clustering. This function enables the detection and graphical rep-
resentation of clusters of features of interest to provide an holistic view
of a phenomenon, such as the distribution of residents, pollution, politi-
cians, or any custom function that combines elementary data onto a wide
geographic area. The same concept can be applied to in-doors analysis:
How do customers move inside a shopping centre, an airport, a museum,
or a casino? How do customers visit my stores —i.e., where do they go,
how long do they remain in a specific section, which areas are rarely
visited, etc.?

3. Geo-enhanced data visualization.

– Integration with external maps. External maps are typically used as back-
ground imagery, or to visually identity correlations between different
data sets. They are integrated at run-time as raster images (tiles), in the
form of layers that can be stacked below (or on top of) the internal vector
(interactive) or raster (static) themes; to achieve good performances, all
vector themes must be based on spatial data residing on the spatial data
warehouse. Lily is compatible with several map providers such as Google
Maps, Bing Maps, OpenStreetMap, Ordinance Survey and, in general,
with all providers using the Web Map Service (WMS) and Tile Map
Service (TMS) standards. Using the same mechanism, it is also possible
to interact with custom base-maps hosted on in-house GIS systems.

– Real-time refresh. Lily supports real-time visualization of spatial data,
not only through periodical refresh of the whole map, but also by trigger-
ing updates of colors or by smoothly reproducing the movements of ob-
jects (e.g., for vehicle tracking purposes), using the asynchronous AJAX
technology. This is useful for instance to monitor territory sensors in
real-time, or when monitoring road traffic accidents and congestions.

– Multi-layer representation. Several layers can be overlapped onto the
same map to represent different but complementary phenomena such as
the distribution of residents, customers, roads, stores, and competitors.
These layers can be related to different dimensions or different hierar-
chical levels.

– Spatial KPI visualization. KPIs (key performance indicators) can be rep-
resented by means of complex visualizations, such as bar charts or pie
charts properly positioned in the areas of a map. Moreover, it is possible
to view the distribution of specific phenomena exploting the visual power
of choropleth maps or heat maps.
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– Temporal slider. It is possible to animate a map, by showing the evolution
of a phenomenon over time and seeing the trend based on the variation
of a layer. For example, a dashboard can monitor crimes over time in
a specific area (e.g., to check the effects of a preventive action), or the
amount of investments made for each branch can be analysed over time.

In Table 1 we show which of these functionalities can be supported by each
architecture for location intelligence. Of course, not all the commercial tools that
adopt a given architecture actually support all the indicated functionalities; for
instance, Oracle with Spatial option adopts a tightly-coupled architecture but
does not support real-time refresh and multi-layer representation.

Table 1. Functional support on different architectures for location intelligence
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5 Lily: An Architectural View

Though Lily is inserted into a tightly-coupled architecture to achieve great per-
formances and advanced functionalities (e.g., active spatial queries and spatial
drill), it follows a mash-up approach, whose main advantages are a fast deploy-
ment and the possibility of reusing existing services by transparently integrating
them within a single user interface. In particular, Figure 1 shows how, within the
current Oracle architecture for location intelligence, the Lily component can be
interposed between Oracle Business Intelligence (OBI, it includes a presentation
front-end and a multidimensional engine called Oracle BI Server) and MapViewer
(the Oracle component in charge of map rendering and of supporting the con-
nection between spatial and business data). Lily is currently implemented to be
specifically connected with MapViewer; however, any other presentation service
(e.g., Business Objects or Microstrategy) can be used instead of OBI provided
that it supports web-based reporting.

Figure 2 shows a functional view of the process though which queries are
answered in a Lily-based architecture. Assuming that in all the reports shown
to end-users we can separate non-spatial items (e.g., cross-tables and diagrams)
from spatial items (e.g., a heat map), two relevant scenarios can be distinguished:
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Fig. 1. Oracle-based architecture for location intelligence with —right— and without
—left— Lily (OCI: Oracle Call Interface; WMS: Web Map Service)

– OLAP queries. These are queries that end-users formulate by interacting
with a non-spatial item, so that spatial items are only involved in visualizing
the results. An OLAP query q is sent to Oracle BI Server, that translates it
into SQL. The resulting SQL query is sent to Oracle Database that returns
the corresponding data to Oracle BI Server, that in turn sends these data to
the front-end to feed non-spatial items and also routes them to MapViewer.
At the same time, the rendering statements associated with q are sent to Lily
that translates them into a SQL spatial query qspa. Oracle Spatial & Graph
answers qspa and returns the corresponding spatial data to MapViewer that,
based on the intensional mappings provided by Lily, integrates them with
the non-spatial data received by Oracle Database to build an integrated
rendering for spatial items.

– SOLAP queries. These queries are formulated by interacting with a spatial
item. Lily translates SOLAP queries into SQL and sends them to MapViewer,

Fig. 2. Functional view of how OLAP (left) and SOLAP (right) queries are answered
using Lily
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that in turn routes them to Oracle Spatial & Graph for answering. The
integrated (spatial and non-spatial) data returned are sent to MapViewer
that builds the integrated rendering for spatial items and, based on the
instructions provided by Lily, creates the extensional mappings necessary
for synchronizing the non-spatial with the spatial component of the results.
Oracle BI Server uses these mappings to send a non-spatial query to Oracle
Database, that returns the data for updating the non-spatial items in the
end-user report.

6 An Example

In this section we show an example in which Lily is coupled with the Oracle Busi-
ness Intelligence Foundation Suite to achieve location intelligence functionalities
for a major Italian telecommunication company.

The main functions provided can be summarized as follows:

1. Geo-dashboard: Area-based comparison of the main KPIs (number of ac-
tivations, profitability, etc.) with guided navigation of detailed area-based
reports.

2. Volumes: Area-based analysis of selling volumes by customer type, business
channel, manager, etc.

3. Sustainability: Area-based analysis of economical sustainability by business
format, business channel, manager, etc., with visualization of costs and rev-
enues, influence areas of points-of-sales, etc.

4. Points-of-sales Analysis: Proximity-based analysis of a point-of-sales with
reference to a benchmark set and analysis of correlations between points-
of-sales; geographical representation of competitive pressure in terms of dis-
tance from competitor points-of-sales and identification of uncovered areas.

5. Analysis of Territory Potential: Identification of areas with high selling-
potential (in terms of population, wealth KPIs, competitor presence, etc.)
aimed at identifying the best positions for new points-of-sales; what-if simu-
lation of the opening of a new point-of-sales with real-time computation and
representation of its catchment area.

As shown in Figure 3, the geo-dashboard provides a summarized view of the main
KPIs in table/chart format as well as on a map using the integration with exter-
nal maps, multi-layer representation, geo-coding, and spatial KPI visualization
functionalities of Lily. In particular, three themes are graphically overlapped: a
bucket theme showing the boundaries of areas, a point theme showing all se-
lected points-of-sales, and a pie chart theme indicating the customer base KPI
on each area. The reference functional scenario is the one shown in Figure 2,
left. To give a flavor of how query and data flow are processed by the different
components, in Figure 4 we report examples for the main flows involved in the
drawing of the pie charts; the rendering code and the intensional mappings are
not shown because they come in form of complex Javascript code generated by
Lily starting from rendering statements.
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Fig. 3. Geo-dashboard

Fig. 4. Main query and data flows involved in the drawing of pie charts
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Figure 5 shows an example of an analysis of territory potential. Besides all the
Lily functionalities used for the geo-dashboard, also SOLAP queries are involved
in this case for proximity analysis.

Fig. 5. Analysis of territory potential at national and local scale

7 Final Remarks

Integration of true location intelligence functionalities within BI platforms is still
an ongoing process. Lily, the library we proposed in this paper, represents a step
forward in this direction since it offers a set of geo-enhanced functionalities in
the context of a tightly-coupled architecture, so as to ensure top performances
coupled with transparent usage and programming. Although Lily has been de-
signed to work with a generic BI platform, in its current implementation it only
works with OBI. We are now working to remove this limitation by implementing
the interfaces with other platforms that match the tightly-coupled paradigm.
Achieving this goal is a bi-directional process that also requires the standardiza-
tion of the Lily interfaces and the extension of the native functionalities provided
by the BI platforms.
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